Abstract Proportional hazards (PH) regression is a standard methodology for analyzing survival and time-to-event data. The proportional hazards assumption of PH regression, however, is not always appropriate. In addition, PH regression focuses mainly on hazard ratios and thus does not offer many insights into underlying determinants of survival. These limitations have led statistical researchers to explore alternative methodologies. Threshold regression (TR) is one of these alternative methodologies (see Lee and Whitmore, Stat Sci 21:501-513, 2006, for a review). The connection between PH regression and TR has been examined in previous published work but the investigations have been limited in scope. In this article, we study the connections between these two regression methodologies in greater depth and show that PH regression is, for most purposes, a special case of TR. We show two methods of construction by which TR models can yield PH functions for survival times, one based on altering the TR time scale and the other based on varying the TR boundary. We discuss how to estimate the TR time scale and boundary, with or without the PH assumption. A case demonstration is used to highlight the greater understanding of scientific foundations that TR can offer in comparison to PH regression. Finally, we discuss the potential benefits of positioning PH regression within the first-hitting-time context of TR regression.
Introduction
Proportional hazards (PH) regression has been an established methodology for analyzing survival and time-to-event data for almost four decades and has proven its usefulness to practitioners in many different disciplines ranging from engineering to medicine (see Lee and Whitmore 2006, for a review). The methodology is a standard module in major statistical software packages and a topic found in most statistics courses dealing with survival data. It is easy to use and understand, reasonably robust, and suited to diverse applications. The development of PH regression is usually attributed to Sir David Cox and, thus, often called Cox regression (Cox 1972) .
The proportional hazards assumption of PH regression, however, is not always suitable and, thus, statistical researchers have explored many alternatives. Threshold regression (TR) is one of these alternative methodologies. It has a long history but only recently has begun to attract major interest (see Lee and Whitmore 2006, for a review; also, Aalen et al. 2008) . The connection between TR and PH regression has been examined in previous published work but the investigations have been limited in scope. For example, Lee et al. (2009b) use an observational case study to compare empirically the benefits of TR over PH regression in understanding the influence of smoking on lung cancer. Their analysis of the study data is cross-sectional and provides no theoretical connections between TR and PH regression. The same authors, in a second investigation of the same data set, look at the application of TR with Markov decomposition to handling the longitudinal features of the data. Their investigation shows that PH regression is consistent with their decomposition procedure (Lee et al. 2009c) .
In this article, we study the theoretical connections between these two regression methodologies in greater depth and show that PH regression is, for most purposes, a special case of TR. We then set out to explore various ways in which TR models can be made to have the PH property. We discuss how to estimate the TR time scale and boundary, with or without the PH assumption. A case demonstration, based on a randomized clinical trial setting, is used to highlight the greater understanding of scientific foundations that TR can offer in comparison to PH regression. Finally, we discuss the potential benefits of positioning PH regression within the first-hitting-time context of TR regression.
In our exposition, we will choose terminology that comes from the fields of health and medicine. The reader will easily see, however, how the terms can be transformed to another area of application, such as engineering. For example, we speak of subjects rather than items, survival time rather than failure time, deteriorating health rather than physical degradation, and so on.
